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Product Definition Architecture and Detailed Design Board Layout and Simulation



Debug and Validation Phase Initial Power-on Basic Functional Validation Extended Functional Validation Hardware/Software Integration Characterization System Test and Optimization



Figure 1 – Design process overview



1 Introduction and Overview



1.1 Design Process Overview



This primer is intended for technical professionals, who because of real-world conditions of time constraints and cost limitations, have an interest in learning how to streamline the debug and validation of today’s digital systems.



Figure 1 illustrates, at a very high level, the typical steps required to bring a system to market. In the design phase concepts are generated, alternatives weighed, and a final design captured. The debug and validation phase validates the correctness of the design, corrects any problems found in both functionality and reliability, and ensures the design can be produced reliably.



Advances in design tools and electronic design automation (EDA) software allow design teams to tackle more complex designs while maintaining, or shrinking, the required design time. Similar increases in productivity need to be found in the debug and validation stage in order to meet today’s aggressive schedules. This primer focuses on the issues and techniques that can help you be more productive when validating your design, and more efficient when debugging any problems that do arise. To illustrate the concepts, we will follow the development of a new microprocessor-based embedded system as it proceeds from concept to a finished product.



The Design Phase – The design phase consists of multiple steps, each with its own set of tasks and tools for accomplishing those tasks: architectural decisions are made with the help of system-simulation tools; detailed mechanical designs are done with the aid of thermal analysis tools and sophisticated modeling programs; design intent is captured with register transfer language (RTL) code; and board design is done with schematic capture software.
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Figure 2 – Embedded system design example



As the design concept is refined and moves through these steps, from abstract to detail, decisions are made, either through detailed planning or by default, which will either shorten or increase the time required to validate the design. Understanding how decisions taken at each step along the way impact the validation and debug of your design is critical. This understanding will speed development (catching problems early and minimizing rework) and enable the new product to reach the market on time. In the highly competitive marketplace for which the product is being developed, the majority of the profits will go to the reliable product that delivers the most performance, soonest.
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The Debug and Validation Phase – As an engineer, some of the most exciting and rewarding times are those spent in the lab powering up a new board for the very first time; those precious few days when nothing is tested and the system is coming to life, function by function. To maintain that excitement and productivity throughout the entire debug phase requires careful planning to avoid the common pitfalls that erode your productivity. Documenting the testing process, being aware of the most likely problems that will be encountered, and a good understanding of today’s test tools all help to keep that excitement from turning to frustration.
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1.2 Design Project Overview Our example design is a processor-based embedded system typical of those found in many complex systems such as communication infrastructure equipment, printers, and video equipment. The design used in this example, as illustrated in Figure 2, consists of a processor, memory, an internal communication bus to link the processor and peripherals, and the peripheral I/O devices. To deliver on cost requirements, the system will incorporate well-tested and widely available technologies such as SDRAM, PCI, and Ethernet interfaces. The highly integrated processor reduces cost by providing an integrated memory controller which supports SDRAM running at a rate of 166 MHz. This is fast enough to provide the needed memory bandwidth and to raise signal integrity concerns. PCI will be used as the chip-to-chip bus on the board. The added performance (and cost) of the newer PCI Express standard is not needed. Reaching the required



performance goal does require the use of the 66 MHz, 64-bit implementation of PCI. This local PCI bus is isolated from a proprietary system bus by the use of an FPGA that bridges these two buses. The Ethernet port provides both a communication path to end customers and provides a debug port during the debug phase. We will forego the emerging Gigabit Ethernet implementations in favor of more cost-effective 10/100 Ethernet. While this design does not incorporate some of the newest bleeding edge technology, every function of this new board still must be validated, bugs must be found and corrected, and design characterization must be performed. This calls for solutions that include flexible and easy-to-use real-time oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and features that effectively integrate these two instruments into a system that provides insightful views and analysis of the system.
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Architecture and Detailed Design



Board Layout and Simulation



Effective Development Process



Identify Potential Problem Areas



Design for Debug and Validation



Figure 3 – Design phase overview



2 Design Phase



2.1 An Effective Development Process



The design phase, as shown in Figure 3, takes an abstract concept and progressively refines that concept as the design flow is followed from left to right. Each step adds more detail – architectural blocks are defined, individual pieces designed in detail, and circuit boards laid out.



Every product development team should have a documented development process. This process defines the necessary checks and safeguards to increase confidence that the product will satisfy customer needs. Mechanisms for capturing and validating customer requirements need to be defined. Product cost and development cost need to be reviewed throughout to ensure that the desired financial returns are obtained. Processes for architectural reviews, design reviews, and code reviews force designers to ask questions designed to bring engineering best practices to the team.



At each step, decisions are made that impact overall productivity. Some are obvious: providing convenient signal access to signals; and connections for software debug tools. Others are not so obvious: choices of technology; choices of components; and the mechanical packaging concept. Peak productivity is obtained by: – Putting in place an effective development process – Understanding where problems are likely to occur – Designing for debug and validation.
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Adhering to a development processes may, at first, appear to reduce productivity by increasing overhead. In practice however, a well-defined (but flexible) development process greatly improves productivity by increasing the probability that the first design really does captures customer needs, by clearly forcing a clean definition of the architecture, and by reducing the number of board turns and software releases required to produce an operational system.
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2.2 Identify Potential Problem Areas If only we could look into the future to answer that question! Reality is that designers rarely know where in the design debug problems will occur. Experience, learning from past mistakes, helps temper the situation. Insight is gained as we move from one design to another. But what if this is our very first design? Or the first time we’ve been asked to do a design with clock frequencies, or edge rates, fast enough that signal integrity is a concern? What should we expect? In the broadest sense there are two types of problems that will be encountered: functional issues and signal integrityrelated issues. Functional issues – Functional problems occur for a variety of reasons: misunderstandings of the operation of purchased components; errors at the RTL-level of intellectual property that has been implemented in FPGAs; or incorrect hardware/software interactions. Teams with effective development processes catch many functional problems during design reviews and during board-level simulations. Paper design reviews are great for examining power distribution and clock distribution as well



as for catching common problems such as inverted logic levels on bidirectional buffer direction control signals. There are, however, many types of problems that are difficult to discover during paper reviews and, in the end, paper reviews are only useful when those doing the reviews are diligent. With gate counts over 1 million, effective design tools, and time-to-market advantages, FPGAs are used in many of today’s systems to implement much of the functionality. Advances in design tools allow designs to be done at higher levels of abstraction, synthesize complex designs quicker, and complete place and route cycles in less time. By contrast, designing test benches, writing stimulus models, and managing test cases can be viewed as a limitation to productivity. The reality is that problems and bugs found in the design phase are easier and cheaper to fix. The more problems that can be uncovered as early as possible decreases debug time and reduces development cost. Simulation, though, has limitations. For example, problems related to synchronizing signals across clock boundaries are hard to find, test cases are often incomplete, and complex hardware/software interactions are difficult to model.
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Signal integrity issues – The notion of signal integrity pertains to noise, distortion and anomalies that can impair a signal in the analog domain. A host of variables can affect signal integrity: signal path design, impedances and loading, transmission line effects – even power distribution on the circuit board. It is the designer’s responsibility to minimize such problems in the first place, and correct them when they appear. There are two fundamental sources of signal degradation. – Digital issues—typically timing-related. Bus contentions, setup and hold violations, metastability, and race conditions can cause erratic signal behavior on a bus or device output. – Analog issues—low-amplitude signals, slow or fast transition times, glitches, overshoot, crosstalk, and noise; these phenomena may have their origins in circuit board design or signal termination, but there are other causes as well. Not surprisingly, there is a high degree of interaction and interdependence among digital and analog signal integrity issues. For example, a slow rise time on a gate input can cause the output pulse to be delayed, in turn causing a bus contention in the digital environment further downstream. A thorough solution for signal integrity measurement and troubleshooting involves both digital and analog tools.
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Experienced engineers know that signal integrity is the result of constant vigilance during the design process. It’s all too easy for signal integrity problems to get compounded as a design evolves, and to become more difficult to track down. A tiny aberration that goes unnoticed in the first prototype board can bring the whole system to a crashing halt when the board is merged with others. Given these realities, where does signal integrity begin? Designers need to start their signal integrity work at the very beginning, during the design phase. There are some things that are common to all embedded system designs. First, good clock distribution is critical. How clocks are generated and distributed around the board affects things from electromagnetic interference (EMI) to the margin (or lack of) in meeting timing requirements. Decisions made as early as architectural definition have an impact. Component selection has an impact. Do we use a generic buffer device or a specialized IC with a built-in PLL to eliminate skew to distribute clocks across our board? One last aspect of the system design that requires careful planning is that of power distribution. This needs to include all aspects of power supply design, local voltage regulation, the generation of clean supplies for critical analog sections, and circuit board construction.
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2.3 Design for Debug and Validation With an understanding of the type of problems likely to be encountered in our design, we can start developing the validation and test plan. This plan will remove surprises and potential roadblocks by: – Identifying functionality to be tested and how it will be done – Identifying interfaces and signals that need to be validated – Identifying the type of measurements that need to be made This plan should be developed during the design phase. The worst possible scenario is not considering debug and validation needs in the design phase and limiting,



or eliminating all together, your ability to do effective debug. No engineer is smart enough or good enough to eliminate the need to troubleshoot and debug today’s complex designs. How do we make our designs simpler to debug? One way is to provide convenient and easy probe points for both logic analyzers and oscilloscopes. But even this is overly simplistic. Where do we really need to provide access points? It would be nice to place them everywhere, but in most cases this is not practical. On one hand you have the design for debug requirement competing with the requirement limiting real estate on the circuit board. It may be a struggle to just get the required functionality in the space allotted, let alone add test connections. How can this conflict be resolved?
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P = Probe Points Figure 4 – Logic analyzer probe points



2.3.1 Using Our Design as an Example We’ll use our design as an example and start by asking a series of questions: – How important is microprocessor visibility? Should I focus only on visibility for hardware debug or is software debug also a concern? – Which of my internal buses do I need to see? Can I do this with oscilloscope test points or do I also need logic analyzer test access? – Where is design margin an issue? How will I validate it? What about across temperature and other environmental factors? – What happens if I can’t see my signals? How would this impact my schedule? Would I need to redo my board?
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– How will the test points and probes interact with my signals? Will they cause my circuitry to not work as expected because of excessive capacitive loading? As a starting point, it might be desirable to provide logic analyzer access to all of the buses as shown in Figure 4. Why? Local bus – Access to the local bus would allow us to monitor and debug boot issues. This is where unknown hardware and software come together for the first time. SDRAM interface – System data structures and system code will be stored in SDRAM. Visibility allows us to do real-time trace of the software execution. This allows software performance analysis as well as the debug of hardware/software interactions.
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Figure 5 – General-purpose logic analyzer probe



PCI bus – Achieving performance goals means ensuring the available PCI bandwidth is used wisely. Easy convenient test access to the local PCI bus allows not only throughput issues to be resolved but also allows functional debugging of the two FPGAs in the system. Custom I/O interface – One FPGA implements functionality that differentiates our product from competitors. Simulations just won’t catch all of the functional and timing related problems in this FPGA. System bus – This proprietary bus is the key to the system. System issues are easier to resolve with the ability to capture all of the system bus.



Figure 6 – High-density logic analyzer probe



How do we connect a logic analyzer to these points? We really have two options. First, we could use generalpurpose probes (as shown in Figure 5) to attach to our board. This approach is convenient when we need to look at relatively few signals, but we would need to consider the hassle and performance concerns of hooking up a large number of these probes to a bus such as PCI. The second option is to add connectors or access points directly to our board. This overcomes the hassle and performance concerns of using general-purpose probes but requires the use of precious board real estate. Figure 6 shows a typical high-density probe and how it connects to the circuit board.
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Figure 7 – µP adapter for Logic Analyzer (Photo courtesy of Ironwood Electronics)



Figure 8 – DIMM interposer for logic analyzer probing



(Photo courtesy of Nexus Technologies)



2.3.2 Probing Decisions Because of the bus widths of the interfaces that we have identified, it makes most sense to use high-density logic analyzer probes for the identified interfaces. At this point we come to the realization that there is not enough board real estate. But before we rule out any of the possible access points, we need to consider all of our alternatives. Maybe there are ways to probe without impacting board space. For instance, we might be able to use a probe adapter for our microprocessor. This type of adapter is typically soldered to the board in place of the microprocessor. The microprocessor is usually placed in a high-speed socket and logic analyzer test points are added around the periphery of the board. A typical adapter is shown in Figure 7. The use of an adapter would conserve board real estate and provide access to the critical local bus and SDRAM signals. Unfortunately there is no adapter readily available for our microprocessor so the only way to get access to the local bus is to use high-density logic analyzer probes. There are two options for accessing the SDRAM interface. First, if the design is based on DIMM sockets, an interposer card could be used. A typical interposer is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9 – PCI interposer for logic analyzer probing



(Photo courtesy of Nexus Technologies)



If no DIMM socket is available, test access points would need to be included in the board design. Fortunately, we are using a single DIMM socket so the SDRAM can be accessed using an interposer board. The same two options exist for the PCI bus. A typical PCI interposer is shown in Figure 9. Because the PCI bus is an embedded bus and there are no PCI slots, we can not use a PCI interposer. Visibility of the internal PCI bus requires that test access points be designed into the board.
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Figure 10 – iCapture™ multiplexing



Each bus and interface is examined like this in turn. For each we need to ask ourselves the questions outlined previously. After doing this, the debug strategy for our example board is summarized in Table 1.



Bus



Access method



Local bus



Designed-in high-density logic analyzer probe points



SDRAM



DIMM interposer card



Internal PCI bus



Designed-in high-density logic analyzer probe points



2.3.3 Probing Summary



FPGA I/0



Designed-in high-density logic analyzer probe points



It may become apparent that there is still not enough board real estate to accommodate the desired access points, in which case you need to remove access in such a way as to minimize the impact. Fortunately, in this example we have the board space necessary to fully use the strategy outlined above.



System bus



Custom interposer card



What about oscilloscope access? There may be signals that are not part of these interfaces that we need access to. Things to consider include power supplies, clocks, and resets. Remember to place an adequate number of easy to access ground points for the oscilloscope probes.



Table 1 – Logic analyzer access point strategy



As an alternative to using an oscilloscope probe, some logic analyzers offer probing solutions that capture both the digital and analog information. These probes allow the users to selectively route analog signals from the logic analyzer to an oscilloscope. The basic concept is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 11 – Debug and validation overview



2.4 Summary In this section we have seen that efficient debug and validation begins in the design phase of the product development cycle. Waiting to consider debug and validation needs until after the board is fabricated often results in boards that are very difficult, if not impossible, to debug and validate. An effective design process is the first step in minimizing debug and validation time. The goal of your team’s documented and followed design process is to find and correct as many possible errors as early as possible – eliminating the need to do so later in the debug and validation phase. Understanding where problems are likely to occur is the second key. Functional bugs and signal integrity issues are two areas of special concern. Clock distribution, resets, and power supplies should be closely examined
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for any potential problems. High-speed circuits should be placed and routed with care as to minimize signal integrity problems. Finally, adding the appropriate test access points to our design makes debug and validation much easier. Designing for debug and validation is just as important in the design phase as getting the logic correct.



3 Debug and Validation Phase Finally, after a lot of hard work and careful planning, the board arrives. The debug and validation process now begins. There are 6 basic steps of debug and validation as shown in Figure 11. Our design will need to go through each of these steps before product shipment can begin. The following sections will detail each step individually.
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Figure 12 – Basic functional validation to bring up the microprocessor



3.1 Initial Power-on The smoke test is probably the easiest step to understand. After validating that the power supplies and grounds are not shorted together, we put power to the board. Smoke is obviously bad at this point. No smoke is good.



3.2 Basic Functional Validation The first real step is to do basic functional validation. This step is all about getting the core of the design running. Can we get the microprocessor going? When power is applied, do the right things happen? Are the clocks running? Are the resets working properly? Is power distributed across the board correctly? Once these key things are validated, we need to confirm that the microprocessor boots correctly. We are intentionally ignoring the rest of our system and concentrating on the core of the design as shown in Figure 12.



What could go wrong? Plenty! Not only do we have to deal with possible functional errors and possible signal integrity issues, we may have to deal with board build errors. To effectively debug problems at this point, we need to accurately see the relationship of signals relative to one another. A detailed analysis is not typically needed at this stage, but we need to be able to visualize the signals. Do they match the sequences that are drawn in our design notebooks and on our whiteboards? We need to see at what voltage level the system reset gets deasserted. We need to watch the power supply sequencing, and we need to visualize the microprocessor boot sequence and local bus cycles. To visualize these things, the tools of choice are real-time oscilloscopes and logic analyzers. Both provide excellent visibility into our designs.
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Most engineers will initially reach for a real-time Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) or the Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope (DPO). Both types of oscilloscopes offer not only the necessary performance (bandwidth, sample rate, etc.), but also a wealth of triggering choices and probing options. Most importantly, these real-time platforms make it easy to probe test points and reliably acquire waveforms – from power supply noise to high-speed signals. The DSO is ideal for low- or high-repetition-rate signals with fast edges or narrow pulse widths. The DSO also excels at capturing single-shot events and transients such as power supply sequencing and reset operation. For our design project, the TDS6000 Series is an appropriate solution. The DPO is the right tool for digital troubleshooting and for finding intermittent signals. The DPO’s extraordinary waveform capture rate overlays sweep after sweep of information more quickly than any other oscilloscope, presenting frequency-of-occurrence details—in color—with
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unmatched clarity. In this case, the TDS5000B exemplifies a DPO solution that meets the exacting needs of our digital system design application. In any high-speed oscilloscope measurement, the choice of probes is critical. If we can’t accurately acquire the signal from the board then even the best engineer will not be able to effectively debug problems. The design for debug strategy we implemented in the design phase obviously plays a key role in allowing us to accurately acquire the signal but using the right probe is also critical. The oscilloscope and the probe work together as a measurement system. If possible the probe should provide the same bandwidth as the oscilloscope itself. In addition to its absolute bandwidth rating, the probe should have the least possible loading impact on the signal. Ideally the measurement system bandwidth, including that of the probe, should be at least three times (3X) the frequency of the signals to be observed. As a next step we can move forward with Power Supply Validation.
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Figure 13 – Switch-mode power supply (SMPS)



Time



Figure 14 – Switching device operation



3.2.1 Power Supply Analysis



3.2.1.1 Power Supply Switching Loss



The DC power supply used in our design is a switch-mode power supply (SMPS) which is known for its ability to handle changing loads efficiently. The power “signal path” includes passive, active, and magnetic components. Figure 13 illustrates a simplified SMPS schematic showing our power conversion section with active, passive, and magnetic elements.



The switching loss in a power supply determines its efficiency. Therefore, this measurement is important to make as soon as possible. Switching loss needs to be analyzed while the power supply is in steady-state of operation and during dynamic load changes.



SMPS technology rests on power semiconductor switching devices such as metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) and insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT). These devices offer fast switching times and are able to withstand erratic voltage spikes. Equally important, they dissipate very little power in either the On or Off states, achieving high efficiency with low heat. For the most part, the switching device determines the overall performance of an SMPS. Let’s use the TDS6000 Series to quantify two key aspects of our switched-mode power supply: switching loss and power supply ripple.



To measure power loss at the switching device, first let us review the relevant switching device signals as shown in Figure 14. The voltage across the switching device will be high while the device is off, and will be low (V saturation) during the conduction time (On state). During the Off state of the device, there is no current. However, at conduction time the current reaches its maximum. If we look at the power waveform, the maximum instantaneous power loss occurs during transitions. The power loss during the transition from the Off state to the On state of the switching device is called TOn loss. The power loss during the transition from the On state to the Off state is called TOff loss. Power loss during the conduction time is called conduction loss. The
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ON Time



Figure 15 – Switching loss measurement



power loss in the integral number cycle is called total average power loss. In the above figure, the power loss during T1 to T2 is TOn loss, T3 to T4 is TOff loss and T1 to T4 is cycle power loss. The TDS6000 Series along with TDSPWR2 application provides a more automated solution to make this measurement with a single press of a button. This measurement, shown in Figure 15 provides information that can be used to optimize the design. For example, knowing TOn and TOff can help determine if the total power loss can be reduced; the value of total average power loss can be used to optimize the design of heat sinks; and the reliability of the power supply can be analyzed by spotting any excessive power loss.
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Energy Consumed



Figure 16 – HiPower Finder measurement



In most systems, the power supply needs to deliver power based on the load variations over time. During these load changes, the switching loss at the switching device will change. To ensure the instantaneous power loss is within the prescribed limit, designers need to capture the event and analyze it for power loss. The HiPower Finder feature of TDSPWR2 automates this measurement, providing the needed insight as shown in Figure 16.



3.2.1.2 Power Supply Ripple Finally, the ripple of each of the supplies needs to be analyzed. Ripple is nothing more than unwanted frequency components riding on the output voltage. Again, at the push of a button, we get the desired result as shown in Figure 17.
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For visualizing the timing relationship of signals to each other, the asynchronous clocking mode of the logic analyzer should be used. With asynchronous clocking, the logic analyzer generates its own internal clock signal that is used to sample data from the system under test. All samples are taken at regular, fixed intervals. Acquisitions taken with asynchronous clocking are often referred to as timing acquisitions.



3.2.2.2 Microprocessor Boot Debug



Figure 17 – Power supply ripple measurement



3.2.2 Basic Functional Validation While a DSO or DPO can solve many of the debug challenges in the basic functional validation phase, at times it just isn’t enough. When is an oscilloscope just not enough?



3.2.2.1 Microprocessor Reset Debug The most common situation is the need to see the timing relationship of more than 4 signals. For example, as the microprocessor is coming out of reset, we need to monitor 5-7 control signals, plus the address and data lines. This usually ranges from 21 signals for an 8-bit controller to 75 signals for a 32-bit microprocessor. The TLA5000 Series of logic analyzers is suited for this type of debug providing models that can acquire 34, 68, 102, or 136 channels. If more channels are needed, the modular TLA700 Series allows for even more channels.



Another situation for which the oscilloscope is not enough is the need to monitor microprocessor or bus operations. For example, when the boot operation of the microprocessor in our design needs to be validated or debugged, the logic analyzer can monitor the microprocessor to Flash ROM interface and show the boot code operation. This allows the abstraction of the data, providing more insight into the operation of our system than could be obtained by looking at 75 signals in a waveform display. Looking at the microprocessor boot sequence uses the synchronous clocking mode of the logic analyzer. With synchronous clocking, our board generates a clock signal that is used to drive when the logic analyzer samples are taken. The clock signal may be a fixed frequency, or it may be highly erratic. Acquisitions taken with synchronous clocking are often referred to as state acquisitions.



3.2.3 Summary The basic functional validation phase validates the vital functions of the design. Can we get enough functionality reliably working so that other features and interfaces can be validated? The basic functional validation often involves validating power supplies, resets, clocks and key control signals. Both oscilloscopes and logic analyzers are ideal tools for doing this.
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Debug and Validation Phase



Basic Functional Validation



Extended Functional Validation



Hardware/Software Integration



Extended Functional Validation



3.3 Extended Functional Validation Once a stable but minimal system is running, the other blocks need to be validated. Ideally, one block, one function, one interface is validated at a time. When each is finished we move onto the next. The first function beyond the core of our design that will need to be validated is the local bus to local PCI bus bridge chip. This involves validating the drivers are properly initializing and programming the bridge chip, that appropriate bus cycles are being generated, and that timing parameters are met.



Figure 18 – iLinkTM toolset



3.3.1 Using an Integrated Solution



timing values. The logic analyzer captures logic signals in their elemental form – binary values with associated timing information – as they move through the system. Capturing the interaction between the two domains, analog and digital, is the key to efficient troubleshooting.



To stay on schedule it becomes a matter of quickly identifying the real cause of a problem. Analog or digital? It means using the tools and troubleshooting methods that can address both domains. The favored solution is a pairing of the instruments we have already used: a DPO or DSO and a logic analyzer. As we’ve seen, the DSO is the best tool for observing individual events such as glitches, as well as distortions, transition times, and critical setup and hold



Some modern solutions, notably the Tektronix TLA Series logic analyzers and the TDS Series DPOs include features to integrate the two instruments, sharing triggers and time-correlated displays. The iLink™ toolset, represented in Figure 18, enables the collaboration of the logic analyzer and oscilloscope. In this section we will see how these instruments, working together, can drill down to low-level design problems.
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iLink™ Toolset: Two Powerful Measurement Tools Team Up Although logic analyzers and oscilloscopes have long been the tools of choice for digital troubleshooting, not every designer has seen the dramatic benefits that come with integrating these two core instruments. Logic analyzers speed up debugging and validation by wading through the digital information stream to trigger on circuit faults and capture related events. Oscilloscopes peer behind digital timing diagrams and show the raw analog waveforms, quickly revealing signal integrity problems. Several Tektronix logic analyzer models offer the iLink™ toolset, a logic analyzer/oscilloscope integration package that is unique in the industry. The iLink™ toolset joins the power of Tektronix TLA Series logic analyzers—memory depths to 256M, MagniVu™ acquisition with 125 ps resolution and advanced state machine-based triggering—to selected TDS Series oscilloscope models.



As mentioned, one common problem set encountered includes board-build problems such as opens and shorts. To stay on schedule, we need to be able to quickly identify opens or shorts on the board. Unfortunately, we encountered what appears to be a board-build problem when trying to bring up the local PCI bus. A common technique to identify such problems is the use of memory or debug scripts. These simple software



A powerful set of iLink™ toolset features brings timecorrelated digital and analog signals to the logic analyzer display. While the logic analyzer acquires and displays a signal in digital form, the attached TDS Series oscilloscope captures the same signal in its analog form and displays it on the logic analyzer screen. Seeing these two views simultaneously makes it easy to see, for example, how a timing problem in the digital domain spawns a glitch in the analog realm. The iLink™ toolset is a comprehensive package designed to speed problem detection and troubleshooting: – iCapture™ multiplexing provides simultaneous digital and analog acquisition through a single logic analyzer probe. – iView™ display delivers time-correlated, integrated logic analyzer and oscilloscope measurements on the logic analyzer display. – iVerify™ analysis offers multi-channel bus analysis and validation testing using oscilloscope-generated eye diagrams.



routines will write and read predefined data patterns to an address range or to a single address. One familiar test is the alternating 1’s test. Alternately writing a pattern of 0x55 and 0xAA to an address causes every single data bit to toggle between a 0 and a 1. With the loop running, each data bit can be probed with an oscilloscope to validate that all toggle and that none are stuck in either a 1, 0 , or a tri-state condition.
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As easy as this seems, it is often difficult to put into practice. The process to monitor a single data bit is: 1. Find the data bit in the schematic and determine possible probe locations. 2. Study the board plot and find the easiest probe location. Do we have to probe at an IC pin? Through a via? Or did we add a test point? In this case we determine that we will probe PCI_AD0 (PCI Bus Address/Data Bus Bit 0) at U34 pin 18. 3. Find U34 on the board by visual inspection or using the board plot. Figure 19 – D-Max™ connectorless probe



4. Find pin 18 of U34 and connect a scope probe to it. Unfortunately, this is not always easy to do. Fine-pitch parts and BGAs complicate matters. This 3-minute process is then repeated 31 more times making this a 90-minute task to check this one 32-bit bus. There has to be a simpler and more productive way to do this. Remember that part of our debug strategy was to design in dedicated test points for the PCI bus? Our design includes pads for the P6960 high-density logic analyzer probe shown in Figure 19. The P6960 dispenses with costly on-board
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connectors, mating instead to the circuit board pads using D-Max™ connectorless probing technologies. Equally important, it is designed to deliver selected analog signals to an oscilloscope connected to the logic analyzer via the TLA Series iCapture™ multiplexer. The iCapture™ multiplexer allows the logic analyzer to acquire both digital and analog signals simultaneously through a single probe as shown previously in Figure 10.
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Now, rather than having to use an oscilloscope to probe 32 different signals on the board, the single connection of the P6960 probe to the board and simple mouse clicks are all it takes to validate that all 32 bits are toggling correctly. The process is simple: 1. Connect the 34-channel P6960 probe to the circuit board as shown in Figure 20. 2. Attach the CH1 analog output of the logic analyzer module to any unused oscilloscope channel. 3. In the TLA application use the Analog Feeds dialog box to assign the signals of interest to one of the analog outputs. In this case, we assign PCI_AD31:0 to the CH1 output. By selecting the Analog Feed Cycling checkbox for CH1, each of the 32 signals can easily be routed to the oscilloscope. 4. Click on the Right Arrow button to route the next selected signal to the oscilloscope. Examine the signal on the oscilloscope to validate that it is toggling. 5. Repeat step 4 until all signals have been examined. The 90-minute task of examining the entire 32-bit bus has been reduced to 32 mouse clicks and a mere 90 seconds. Using this technique quickly uncovered that PCI_AD7 and PCI_AD13 had a solder bridge connecting them.



Figure 20 – D-Max™ connectorless probe to circuit board connection
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Figure 21 – The logic analyzer has triggered on the glitch and flagged the individual glitch locations



As we move to other functional blocks, other debug challenges will arise. In our case, data is initially transferred reliably from the local bus to the PCI bus just as the simulation showed. But after a few transactions, errors begin to appear on the local PCI bus. A value that should be 0x0008 on the PCI_AD bus (PCI Address/Data bus) shows up as a 0x0000 – not just once, but repeatedly. It does not appear to be a “stuck at” fault or misrouted signal; that would cause the same error to occur continuously. The erratic nature of the problem implies some intermittent event is being mistaken for a legitimate data bit, altering the value of the hexadecimal results. The repeating nature of the problem points toward a glitch that is caused by an error in the layout or assembly of the prototype. What are the circumstances under which the PCI_AD bus error appears?
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The true nature of the error begins to reveal itself after an acquisition is done with the logic analyzer’s Glitch Capture Trigger and display mode enabled. This mode, which triggers the logic analyzer when it detects glitches, also flags their location in the timing display. The logic analyzer defines a “glitch” as an occurrence of more than one signal transition between sample points. Figure 21 depicts the resulting display on a TLA700 Series logic analyzer. Note that there are two types of “waveforms” displayed in Figure 21. At the top of the screen the PCI_AD bus is summarized with a bus waveform that reflects the word value on the respective bus. Bus waveforms provide an at-a-glance indication of the state of many individual signals, saving time when troubleshooting. In addition the display can be configured to break out each individual signal line and again flag the glitch locations.
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Figure 22 – The logic analyzer’s MagniVu™ acquisition display reveals an error in the PCI_AD3 signal



In Figure 21, the period between clocks is 4.00 ns. In TLA Series logic analyzers, the MagniVu™ acquisition captures the signal values at 125 ps intervals around the trigger point, and this information can be displayed as a separate, high-resolution view of any signal. This feature acquires the high-resolution data at the same time as the main timing data, through the same probe. Figure 22 illustrates the display with the MagniVu™ acquisition traces added. Here, both the 125 ps clock ticks and the more detailed view of signal PCI_AD3 are shown, along with the bus waveform views. The signal shows a brief transition in the latter half of the cycle. Since we already know that the cycle is producing an incorrect bus value, this transition is likely the cause of the error. But what is causing the invalid transition?



Frequently, digital signal aberrations arise from analog signal integrity problems. The iLink™ toolset shown earlier (Figure 18) makes it easy to explore the analog characteristics of digital anomalies. The TLA700 Series’ iCapture™ multiplexer delivers any four signals from the P6960 probe to an attached TDS Series oscilloscope via an analog multiplexer inside the logic analyzer. Because it provides a path for both analog and digital signals, the probe eliminates double-probing and the associated doubleloading of the device signals. iView™, another feature of the iLink™ toolset, displays the resulting time-correlated digital and analog waveforms on the logic analyzer screen.
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Figure 23 – iView™ measurements show the analog behavior underlying the digital error on PCI_AD3



Figure 23 shows the TLA Series display that results when analog signal PCI_AD3 is aligned on-screen with its digital equivalent. It is a picture that tells the whole story: at the exact moment of the digital glitch, the analog signal’s amplitude is degraded in the area of the logic threshold. It apparently dips below the threshold voltage for an instant, creating a momentary “low,” or logic 0 level. Then it increases just enough to cross above the threshold and return to the “high” or logic 1 level before switching to logic 0 again at the cycle boundary. This analog behavior is the origin of the glitch, and for the error in the hexadecimal output on the bus. The instability is such that it does not affect every falling edge the same way; many pulses pass without errors. Of course, it will be
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necessary to review the design models to determine when the valid edge should occur; before or after the unstable portion of the waveform in this bus cycle. The experienced engineer will recognize clues in this distorted waveform. A degraded logic level such as this is usually the result of a reflection coming back from an improperly terminated transmission line. In the case of our design, the signal’s fast edges encountered a missing termination resistor at the signal’s destination. The result is an erratic but damaging erosion of the rising and falling edges. To summarize, troubleshooting with the logic analyzer/ oscilloscope combination is a matter of proceeding from a high-level, global view to a zoomed-in close-up of individual signals using the four signal formats listed
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Figure 24 – iVerify™ analysis uses the eye diagram format to display multiple signals and their edge transitions at once



below that are available on an instrument equipped with the iLink™ toolset:



which brings analog multi-channel eye diagram analysis to the logic analyzer screen.



– The bus waveform gives an at-a-glance indication of problems occurring somewhere on the bus.



The eye diagram is a visual tool to observe the data valid window and general signal integrity on clocked buses. It is a required compliance testing tool for many of today’s buses, particularly serial types, but any signal line can be viewed as an eye diagram.



– The deep timing waveform reveals exactly which signal line is involved. – The high-resolution MagniVu™ timing waveform pinpoints the time placement of the error to a resolution of 125 ps. – The analog waveform, provided by the DSO and connected via the iCapture™ multiplexer and the iView™ interface, captures the specific analog characteristics of the signal, revealing potential causes.



3.3.2 A Shortcut That Detects Signal Integrity Problems Quickly There is an additional troubleshooting tool available to logic analyzers equipped with the iLink™ toolset: iVerify™ analysis,



iVerify™ analysis speeds troubleshooting by incorporating multiple eye diagrams into one view that encompasses the leading and trailing edges of both positive-going and negative-going pulses. Figure 24 depicts the resulting iVerify™ analysis display. Here, 32 signals—the entire AD bus—are superimposed. The benefit of “32 at once” is clear, and in a world of 32-bit and 64-bit buses, every shortcut helps. Any group of signals connected to the D-Max™ connectorless probe can be selected.
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Anomaly



Figure 25 – The iVerify™ analysis tool brings the errant waveform to the front and highlights it for easy evaluation



Because an eye diagram presents all possible logic transitions in a single view, it can also provide a fast assessment of a signal’s health. It reveals analog problems such as slow risetimes, transients, attenuation levels, and more. Some engineers start their evaluation by looking first at the eye diagrams, then tracking down any aberrations.



feature helps locate the specific signal causing the problem. By drawing the mask in such a way that the offending edge penetrates the mask area, the relevant signal can be isolated, highlighted and brought to the front layer of the image. The result is shown in Figure 25, in which the flawed signal has been brought to the front and highlighted in white.



The eye diagram in Figure 24 reveals an anomaly in the signal—a thin blue line whose blue color indicates a relatively infrequent transition. Yet it proves that at least one of the signals has an edge that is outside the normal range. A mask



In this example the aberrant edge indicates a problem on the PCI_AD3 signal. The origin of the problem is crosstalk—the edge change is being induced by signals on an adjacent trace on the circuit board.
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3.3.3 Summary In most cases, the functional validation phase will uncover several issues. These can be caused by either functional or signal integrity-related issues. The logic analyzer is the first line of defense when testing digital functionality. However,



digital problems can stem from analog signal issues, including edge degradation due to improper termination or crosstalk as demonstrated here. By teaming the logic analyzer with an oscilloscope and evaluating time-correlated digital and analog signals on the same screen, problems affecting either domain are easy to solve.
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Debug and Validation Phase



Basic Functional Validation



Extended Functional Validation



Hardware/Software Integration



Hardware/Software Integration



3.4 Hardware/Software Integration The hardware/software integration actually begins during the basic functionality validation phase and continues throughout the extended functionality validation phase. Hardware/software integration problems are difficult to debug and require a tool that can examine both the hardware and the software in the system. The logic analyzer provides the ability to correlate specific signals with the processor’s instruction execution flow. This allows both hardware and software members of the team to determine why certain instructions cause memory errors or why the software took an unexpected branch.
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3.4.1 Debugging Microprocessor Boot Code Booting the microprocessor in an embedded system is often challenging. Unknown hardware comes together with unknown software for the first time. Crash sequences can be common! Embedded systems differ from non-embedded systems, such as PCs, in that they generally do not have protection from an errant operation crashing the target system. Robust operating systems usually have a variety of mechanisms to isolate the system from a misbehaving operation – embedded systems often do not. Thus when our boot code crashes, the whole system goes down and information that might be useful to debugging the problem is lost. In our prototype example, we did encounter problems in booting the microprocessor. At times, the system would unexpectedly crash. Since the root cause of the crash was not known, it was impossible to trigger on the failure mechanism. When debugging crash bugs, it is often easier to trigger on the symptom of the failure or the absence of something that should be happening. In our case, we triggered on the absence of one of the local bus signals. When this strobe signal did not toggle often enough, the microprocessor was not functioning as expected. Alternately, we could have embedded a “watchdog” or “heartbeat” pulse right into our system. As long as the heartbeat is pulsing then the system was working. If the heartbeat stops, then we would know when the failure became critical.
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Figure 26 – Logic analyzer timeout trigger



Fortunately, it is very easy to set our logic analyzer to trigger on “nothing” and to give us a detailed display of the state of the system. Triggering on the absence of activity is called Timeout Triggering. We can set the analyzer to watch a line or group of lines; if nothing happens, if there



are no logic changes in the period of time we specify, then the logic analyzer will trigger. Figure 26 shows the timeout trigger screen from the EasyTrigger™ menu in the TLA Series logic analyzers.
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Figure 27 – Source-code window



3.4.1.1 Using Logic Analyzer SourceCode Window



sequence was rearranged to mask interrupts in software as early as possible in the boot sequence.



Once the failure symptom was captured, we used the source window of the logic analyzer to correlate the captured data to the source code as shown in Figure 27.



3.4.2 Summary



Working our way from the first captured instruction, we watched the processor execute as expected until it branched to handle an unexpected interrupt. This caused the code to branch to a location in memory that was not yet initialized. After a short period of time, the processor stopped operating and crashed. A simple hardware change to mask the interrupt during boot-up fixed this problem. For added safety, the boot
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Many of the challenges encountered when integrating hardware and software arise out of the inability to determine exactly the cause of the failure. Was it a hardware issue or a software issue? The logic analyzer, with its ability to capture both hardware and software execution, is an ideal tool to arbitrate and resolve hardware/software integration challenges. With the full feature set validated, the design is ready to move on to the characterization phase.
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Debug and Validation Phase



Characterization



System Test and Optimization



Characterization may include detailed stress testing. In this process, the device is subjected to variations in supply voltage, for example, to evaluate its ability to function normally under less-than-ideal circumstances. Another approach is to drive deliberately flawed signals into the input. Impairments may include marginal amplitudes, slow risetimes, and aberrations such as overshoot. An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) such as the Tektronix AWG Series is the preferred tool to produce these symptoms.



3.5.1 Specifications for the Designer and for the End-User Characterization



3.5 Characterization The board now must be characterized to determine its performance margins, limits and tolerances. The information ensures that we have a reliable design that can be manufactured. In many cases these parameters must be tested over a range of temperature, humidity, altitude, vibration, and more. Power consumption is usually considered, and battery life is a factor in many types of products. The device’s resistance to EMI, as well as its own tendency to radiate EMI, must be evaluated and documented. Much of the same equipment used in the earlier design process steps—real-time oscilloscopes, high-bandwidth probes, and specialized measurement and analysis software—is used to explore the limits of our finished product. By this point in the process, signal integrity problems should not be an issue unless external effects (loading, EMI, and so forth) cause deviations.



Most electronic products have two specification levels: – Published specifications guaranteed to the end-user. These appear in the product manuals, brochures, etc. – Non-published standards specifications are intended to support the design process and provide guardbands above the published specifications. Guardbands are margins that ensure normal production units will fall within the published specifications. Both sets of specifications are usually summarized in an engineering specification that acts as a guideline throughout the development project. A final round of measurements can confirm that the full range of specifications, both published and non-published, has been met. Depending on the type of device involved, these measurements might include parameters such as setup/hold and other timing tolerances; pulse amplitudes and risetimes; clock frequency stability; noise characteristics; jitter; certain impedance limits, and more. All of these measurements are well within the capability of the instruments already discussed in this primer.
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3.5.2 Setup and Hold Testing Inadequate timing margin is one of the largest contributors to manufacturing line-down situations and field reliability issues. Setup/hold is one of the most crucial synchronous timing parameters. This makes ensuring our design has adequate setup/hold margin critical. Unfortunately, measuring and documenting setup and hold margins in a design can be quite time consuming. Using an oscilloscope, there are two possible methods of measuring setup and hold time. First, the clock and a single data line can be probed. The oscilloscope can be set to trigger on a setup or hold violation. The obvious drawback is that only a single bit can be tested at a time.
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Another approach with a scope is to capture the clock signal and up to three additional data lines, and post process the data with an application that you would need to write looking for any timing violations. This approach may slightly reduce the required test time but requires valuable development time to write the application. The logic analyzer is actually an ideal tool to validate setup and hold margins of many signals at once. The TLA Series logic analyzer can automate searching for setup/hold violations for you by triggering on and displaying any user-defined setup/hold violation on all your signals at once. Let’s take the internal PCI bus as an example.
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Figure 28 – Setup/hold trigger



The PCI_AD lines have a required setup time of 3ns and a required hold-time of 0s. Taking advantage of the high-density logic analyzer probes, we can easily connect the logic analyzer to the PCI_AD signals. The logic analyzer is then configured to trigger on, and highlight, any setup and hold violation as shown in Figure 28.As we leave the office for the evening, we push the Run/Stop button of the logic analyzer and then go home. All through the night, the logic analyzer monitors the PCI_AD bus for any violation on any of the lines. When, and if, any violation occurs, the logic analyzer will trigger and capture the problem. Upon returning to the office the next morning, a quick look at the logic analyzer can tell us the status



of our test. If the logic analyzer triggered, a violation was encountered; if not, there were no setup/hold violations. This approach is much easier than traditional oscilloscope approaches.



3.5.3 Summary Many of the tasks required in the characterization phase require many measurements to be made repeatedly. For example, setup and hold margin must be evaluated at several different operating temperatures. Advances in test tools greatly simplify and reduce the time required to make these measurements.
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Debug and Validation Phase



Characterization



System Test and Optimization



System Test and Optimization



3.6 System Test and Optimization Today’s embedded software applications are getting increasingly larger and more complex, which makes it difficult to see the “big picture” of the overall flow and execution time of the software. Often times, the embedded software developer gets the code functioning correctly, but performance goals are not met. This requires performance optimization that is usually done near the end of the project. An often quoted rule of thumb is that “20% of the code executes 80% of the time”; however, the big question is which 20% of the code? This type of tuning is often necessary in order to meet the throughput requirements of our product.
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Figure 29 – Range overview



The logic analyzer can provide an overview that shows which of the hundreds of software modules consume the majority of the processor’s execution time. Performance analysis (PA) shows where the software is spending its time. This information allows us to quickly identify the routines, which if optimized, have the greatest payback in improved performance. Range overview, shown in Figure 29, breaks down the acquired data into user-defined ranges that group and display the hits in each range using a histogram format. This view is most useful in showing which software modules consume the most execution time.
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Figure 30 – Single Event



Time-critical routines, such as interrupt/exception handlers, should also be profiled to validate they meet design targets. The TLA Series logic analyzer’s Single Event is a performance analysis measurement mode that uses the logic analyzer’s timers and counters to display the range of execution time/counts for a single routine. The resulting display, shown in Figure 30, shows the minimum, maximum, and average time a single event takes to execute over multiple runs. In addition to software performance analysis, we need to profile the PCI bus to determine which of the PCI agents are consuming the bandwidth. With the range



overview feature, this is easy to do. We simply define the ranges to match the I/O and memory spaces of each of the agents.



3.6.1 Summary The system test phase validates that the design is meeting all required operating parameters. Is the response time quick enough? Does the system have enough bandwidth to effectively manage all of the data? The performance analysis tools found in the TLA Series logic analyzers helps pinpoint system bottlenecks and gives the insight needed to optimize both hardware and software.
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4 Summary and Conclusion Over the course of the development process for our embedded system, we have focused on areas that make the job of completing our critical measurements easier.



4.1 Design Phase Decisions made in the design phase have a large impact on our ability to evaluate functionality, to detect and solve functional and signal integrity issues, and to do system tuning. We learned that peak productivity is achieved when during the design phase when we adhere to an effective development process; when we consider where problems are likely to occur; and when we design for debug.



4.2 Debug and Validation Phase The Initial Power-on is the easiest of the six different steps in the debug and validation process to understand. The first real step; however, is the basic functional validation step – getting the core of the system running. The real-time DSO or DPO is often the first instrument that is used to debug problems. As we’ve seen, these real-time platforms make it easy to probe test points and reliably acquire waveforms – from power supply noise to highspeed signals. Logic analyzers are ideal when there is a need to visualize the relationship of more than 4 signals or when there is a need to look at software execution. As more functional blocks are validated and debugged, there is increased probability that board-build problems or signal integrity problems will be encountered. We’ve seen
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that the TLA Series logic analyzer’s iCapture™ Multiplexer simplifies the process of identifying board-build issues and that the ability to trigger on and flag glitches speeds the detection of signal integrity problems. Solving complex hardware/software integration problems can be very time-consuming. Is it a hardware or software fault? This is a common question. We’ve learned that a logic analyzer can be used to correlate hardware events to software execution to help solve hardware/software integration issues. We’ve also seen that specific features in the TLA Series logic analyzers such as setup and hold trigger and performance analysis tools help simplify the characterization phase as well as the system test and optimization phase.



4.3 Conclusion This primer has demonstrated the need to begin thinking about debug and validation early in the development cycle. Inadequate planning can severely hinder our ability to uncover glitches, anomalies, and impairments that can emerge at virtually any point along the way, and must be eliminated before proceeding to the next step. Today’s tough debug challenges can be quickly solved with the aid of automated acquisition and analysis tools in conjunction with state-of-the-art oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and signal sources.
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